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determinants impose the national character upon the
people and upon all that they do and express.
The principal geographical feature of Gujarata is its un-
disturbed coast line. In fact, the sea is just a few miles
distant from its eastern boundary, and this proximity
to the sea has been responsible for the ceaseless mercantile
and maritime activities of its people. Some of the ports of
Gujarata date back to the dawn of history, and have, at
one time or another, acquired international importance-
Through them, trade and commerce brought in riches
which overflowed the land. From them, streams of enter-
prizing colonizers went out to distant lands. Kusasthal!
(Dwarika) was a port through which perhaps the Panis
of Rgveda, doubtfully identified with the Phoenicians
(Paniks-Punic), carried on an international trade. Mahish-
mati of Sahasrarjuna and Surparaka, (Sopara) the Ophir of
the Old Testament, were sea ports of considerable impor-
tance. The Jutakas record the maritime importance of
Bhrgu-kaccha (Broach) from c B. C. 600. All later history
shows how till c A. C. 1700 this city was the great entrep6t
which maintained India's commercial intercourse with the
world.
Ptolemy (A. C. 140) mentions Veravala, Mangrola,
Porbandara, as large ports; these even now carry
on considerable sea-borne trade. Under the Calukya and
the Vaghela kings of Gujarata (961-1297) the ports of
Ghogha and Khambhata (Cambay) rose to great promi-
nence. The former was the base of the royal fleet. The
latter outgrew Broach in international importance and
was the resort of merchants from every part of the globe.
The early Portuguese traders called its merchants ' their
keenest rivals, their merchantmen their richest prizes'.
Under the Moghul Emperors, Surat became the premier
port of the country. Before the British came, the flag of
Gujarata could be seen flying in eighty four ports, twenty-
three of which were on the western coast, and the rest
in foreign lands. During the British rule, Bombay, which
as far as its trade and commerce are concerned, is
largely Gujarati, and Okha and Bedi in Kathiavada have
come into prominence,

